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CIMdata News 

CAD/CAM Industry Veteran, Andrew Rodger, Joins CIMdata 

20 January 2015 

 

CIMdata, Inc., the leading global Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) strategic management 

consulting and research firm, announces that Andrew Rodger has joined the firm as a Senior Business 

Development Manager. 

During his over 30 year career Mr. Rodger has provided PLM strategic support to a wide variety of 

clients over a spectrum of industries including: Aerospace, Automotive, White Goods, Consumer 

Packaged Goods, Consumer Goods and Apparel, Retail, Heavy Equipment, Oil and Chemical, High-

Technology Electronics, and Medical Devices. 

“Each of these industries face unique challenges, but there are also many similar issues regarding, for 

example, ideation, conceptual design, change management, workflows, analysis, simulation, and 

visualization. By establishing common terminology we can help our customers identify the key issues 

and appropriate strategies for their PLM initiatives,” said Mr. Rodger.  

Throughout his career, Mr. Rodger has tackled tough issues involving the integration of product design 

information into connected topics, including:  ideation and requirements management, regulatory 

compliance, risk management, supplier management, BOM management, inventory and field service 

management, and portfolio and project planning. 

Peter Bilello, President of CIMdata stated, “Andrew comes to CIMdata with a wealth of business 

development expertise that, along with his highly collaborative style, will enable us to continue building 

out our business practice areas. His extensive industry and PLM strategy development and application 

knowledge is an excellent fit with CIMdata’s core strategic management consulting domains of 

expertise. We are very happy to have him on board.” 

Most recently, Mr. Rodger worked in the ENOVIA organization at Dassault Systèmes’ (DS), prior to 

that he was at IBM PLM, and was a founding partner in the US office of the data management company 

SmarTeam, which was later purchased by DS.  Before that he worked in industry at BSA/Triumph, Shell 

Oil, Robert Bosch, and as a high tech consultant at IDG, BBN, @d:Tech, and eMarketWorld. 
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Mr. Rodger holds a master’s degree in Communication Management from Simmons College where he 

was also an Adjunct Professor, and a BA in Economics, Meteorology, and English from the University 

of London. 

About CIMdata 

 CIMdata, a leading independent worldwide firm, provides strategic management consulting to 

maximize an enterprise’s ability to design and deliver innovative products and services through the 

application of Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) solutions. Since its founding in 1983, CIMdata has 

delivered world-class knowledge, expertise, and best-practice methods on PLM solutions. These 

solutions incorporate both business processes and a wide-ranging set of PLM-enabling technologies. 

CIMdata works with both industrial organizations and providers of technologies and services seeking 

competitive advantage in the global economy. In addition to consulting, CIMdata conducts research, 

provides PLM-focused subscription services, and produces several commercial publications. The 

company also provides industry education through PLM certificate programs, seminars, and conferences 

worldwide. CIMdata serves clients around the world from offices in North America, Europe, and Asia- 

Pacific. To learn more about CIMdata’s services, visit our website at www.CIMdata.com, follow us on 

Twitter: http://twitter.com/CIMdataPLMNews, or contact CIMdata at: 3909 Research Park Drive, Ann 

Arbor, MI 48108, USA, Tel: +1 734.668.9922. Fax: +1 734.668.1957; or at Oogststraat 20, 6004 CV 

Weert, The Netherlands, Tel: +31 (0) 495.533.666. 
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CIMdata to Offer Workshop for the Simulation & Analysis Community 

22 January 2015 

 

CIMdata, Inc., the leading global PLM strategic management consulting and research firm announces 

that CIMdata’s Simulation & Analysis Knowledge Council will present a workshop on the topic of 

“Leveraging Simulation for Competitive Advantage.” The workshop will take place in Peoria, Illinois 

and will run over two consecutive half days.  

The workshop will start during the afternoon of April 29 and will end on April 30. A personal tour of 

Caterpillar’s visitor center and museum will be part of the first afternoon’s highlights. Throughout the 

workshop CIMdata’s Simulation & Analysis Knowledge Council and a select group of leading-edge 

users will share how they have been able to create a competitive advantage by deploying simulation and 

analysis to facilitate product and manufacturing system development. The workshop, now in its twelfth 

year, will once again be facilitated by CIMdata’s practice manager for Simulation & Analysis, Dr. Keith 

Meintjes.  

Key topics for the 2015 workshop are: Simulation Governance—the procedures established that enable 

companies to make ongoing and explicit efforts to improve their capability and confidence in 

simulation; Platforms for Simulation & Analysis—where the solution providers are delivering suites of 

integrated applications and a platform offering some integration into the PLM environment; and 

Simulation Data Management—available for over a decade though adoption has been slow. 

Dr. Keith Meintjes, CIMdata’s simulation and analysis practice manager commented, “End users are 

extremely concerned about making simulation more effective in their product and manufacturing system 

development processes. They recognize the need for Simulation Data Management, but are frustrated in 

file:///C:/Users/Owner/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/Temporary%20Internet%20Files/Content.Outlook/PIV179A6/www.CIMdata.com
http://twitter.com/CIMdataPLMNews
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reaching the next level of confidence in their simulation capability. Simulation needs to be managed as a 

strategic corporate competence, under an umbrella we call Simulation Governance. Leveraging 

simulation for its full potential advantage is very much a question of culture and organization, and not 

just one of technical capability.” 

This workshop has been carefully designed over two half days to provide attendees time to network with 

domain experts from CIMdata, knowledge council participants, and others interested in these topics. 

For more information on the workshop visit http://www.cimdata.com/en/education/knowledge-council-

workshops/sa-workshop-2015. 

About CIMdata 

CIMdata, a leading independent worldwide firm, provides strategic management consulting to maximize 

an enterprise’s ability to design and deliver innovative products and services through the application of 

Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) solutions. Since its founding in 1983, CIMdata has delivered 

world-class knowledge, expertise, and best-practice methods on PLM solutions. These solutions 

incorporate both business processes and a wide-ranging set of PLM-enabling technologies. 

CIMdata works with both industrial organizations and providers of technologies and services seeking 

competitive advantage in the global economy. In addition to consulting, CIMdata conducts research, 

provides PLM-focused subscription services, and produces several commercial publications. The 

company also provides industry education through PLM certificate programs, seminars, and conferences 

worldwide. CIMdata serves clients around the world from offices in North America, Europe, and Asia- 

Pacific. To learn more about CIMdata’s services, visit our website at www.CIMdata.com, follow us on 

Twitter: http://twitter.com/CIMdataPLMNews, or contact CIMdata at: 3909 Research Park Drive, Ann 

Arbor, MI 48108, USA, Tel: +1 734.668.9922. Fax: +1 734.668.1957; or at Oogststraat 20, 6004 CV 

Weert, The Netherlands, Tel: +31 (0) 495.533.666. 
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Company News 

ANSYS Introduces New Multiphysics Channel Partner Program  

19 January 2015 

 

ANSYS announced today the launch of the industry's first global partner program for simulation channel 

partners, which will promote and support the adoption of comprehensive multiphysics solutions to meet 

customers' evolving technology requirements. 

The ANSYS Elite channel partner program is designed to promote customer success by ensuring that 

channel partners meet stringent certification and resource requirements. While requirements vary by 

country, channel partners can apply for two membership levels, Elite and Standard. Elite partners must 

have exceptional customer satisfaction rates as well as technical teams that are fully certified by 

ANSYS. Only Elite partners will be certified to sell, support and service the entire ANSYS multiphysics 

simulation portfolio. 

Because products are becoming more complex, simulating a single area of physics is not enough to drive 

innovation. Companies need a comprehensive multiphysics simulation platform to create complete 

virtual prototypes to predict how their products – components, sub-systems and systems – will perform 

http://www.cimdata.com/en/education/knowledge-council-workshops/sa-workshop-2015
http://www.cimdata.com/en/education/knowledge-council-workshops/sa-workshop-2015
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in the real world. Understanding this interaction among mechanical, electrical, electronics and software 

components helps organizations to shorten development cycles and to mitigate risk. 

"The ANSYS Elite channel partner program is focused on ensuring customer success and supporting the 

ANSYS growth strategy," said Robert Kocis, vice president of worldwide sales and support at ANSYS. 

"We have a great existing channel partner network, and this is a way for ANSYS to elevate our 

capabilities to better serve our customers. Our goal is to deliver the world's best multiphysics simulation 

platform through the best simulation channel partner network globally." 

Designed to increase the ANSYS reach globally, this comprehensive program includes thorough sales 

and technical training on ANSYS solutions, certification, promotional and demand generation activities, 

access to collateral, field sales support and performance measurement. 

"We have worked with most of our channel partners for many years, and they have been a major 

contributor to our success," said Ravi Kumar, director of the ANSYS worldwide channel program and 

emerging markets. "Our investment in this program will yield increased sales and technical capacity 

around the world to better service our customers and enable their simulation driven product development 

efforts globally. This global program also enables us to provide efficient and expanded market coverage 

for existing customers, small and medium businesses, and emerging markets." 

"ANSYS' increased investment and focus on its partner program will help CADFEM build even deeper 

and broader multiphysics expertise to meet market needs," said Guenter Mueller, founder of CADFEM 

GmbH, a 33-year ANSYS channel partner. "ANSYS Elite now offers even more benefits, which will 

help us to continue to add value, grow the business and deliver superior and consistent experience 

customers expect. We look forward to helping customers streamline workflows and accelerate product 

development throughput – and, in turn, grow our business in a sustainable way." 
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Autodesk Launches Cleantech Partner Program in China, Encouraging Increased Sustainability in 

the Fast-Growing Country 

22 January 2015 

 

Autodesk Inc. announced the launch of its Cleantech Partner Program in mainland China. This launch 

represents a key milestone in the expansion of the Autodesk Cleantech Partner Program, as China will 

become the fastest growing Cleantech market in the next decade. By providing local innovators access 

to a software portfolio of unparalleled breadth and depth, such as Digital Prototyping, the Autodesk 

Cleantech Partner Program supports emerging Chinese Cleantech companies to address some of the 

world’s most challenging environmental problems and create a better and more sustainable world. 

Following launches in Japan, Singapore, Australia and New Zealand, China is the fifth country in Asia 

Pacific to offer the program. The program is open to all early-stage innovative Cleantech companies in 

China, including those specializing in solar energy, fuel cells, biomass, wind energy, tidal energy, 

energy-efficiency, mobility and carbon reduction services. The China Industrial Energy Conservation 

and Cleaner Production Association (CIECCPA) is entering a strategic cooperation with Autodesk to 

extend the reach across China, and is committed to becoming the most authoritative and influential 

social organization in the field of industrial energy conservation in China. 

http://www.autodesk.com/
http://www.autodesk.com/cleantech
http://www.autodesk.com/solutions/digital-prototyping
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China’s Cleantech market is experiencing huge growth driven by policies laid out in its 12th Five-Year 

Plan that stresses innovative solutions to pressing environmental problems. These include a RMB 5.3 

trillion investment in the power industry, as well as plans to lower energy consumption by 16% and CO2 

emissions by 17%. According to The Renewables 2014 Global Status Report in June, 2014 by 

Renewable Energy Policy Network for the 21st Century (REN21)
[1]

, China invested about RMB 349.4 

billion on wind, solar and other renewable projects in 2013, which accounted for 61% of the total 

investment in renewables by developing countries and more than all of Europe. Innovators with 

sustainable design ideas need urgent support, to help address China’s high level of pollution and 

resource consumption with Cleantech solutions. 

Autodesk’s design software already helps millions of engineers, architects, and design professionals 

around the globe to create epic solutions that address the most pressing environmental challenges. 

Autodesk is committed to supporting the design-led revolution, a growing movement of passionate 

individuals using design to help future generations live well and within the limits of our planet. 

Autodesk strives to inspire engineers, architects and design professionals by elevating the role of design 

and providing the tools, education and opportunities they need to use design to tackle the world’s epic 

challenges, through its Cleantech Partner Program. In addition to access to Autodesk software, 

membership in the Autodesk Cleantech Partner Program provides partners with valuable co-marketing 

opportunities, continuing education, and extensive online learning resources. 

“The Autodesk Cleantech Partner Program will allow us to realize our innovative and complex vision 

for sustainable designs and products faster with a solid software foundation,” said Guo Wei, general 

manager of Beijing Jurong Lantian Technology. “We see significant benefits from the use of 

Autodesk Digital Prototyping software as it enables us to rapidly develop our groundbreaking products 

and allow our products to get to market faster. We believe the high-quality 3D design tools provided by 

Autodesk will be a cornerstone in our future success.” 

Xu Baoquan, deputy secretary-general from CIECCPA also said: “The Autodesk Cleantech Partner 

Program is a great opportunity for start-up Cleantech companies in China. We are very excited to 

partner with Autodesk in this pioneering initiative, which will help us grow and bring our environmental 

solutions to fruition. We hope to contribute to solving the epic environmental challenges China faces 

today by cooperating with Autodesk though this unique program.” 

“China’s rapid economic growth, together with some of the most ambitious Cleantech policies, naturally 

position Autodesk as a partner of choice for pioneering Cleantech companies in China”, said Lynelle 

Cameron, senior director of Sustainability at Autodesk and president and CEO of the Autodesk 

Foundation. She added, “We are pleased to offer a powerful suite of design tools to help innovative 

Cleantech companies in China bring their solutions to market successfully, as part of Autodesk’s 

commitment supporting the design-led revolution. Through our joint efforts, we look forward to 

supporting China’s sustainability efforts.” 
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BIM Consultancy in LATAM Collaborates with Autodesk 

20 January 2015 

 

AECresource Group today announced that it has earned the new Autodesk Consulting Systems 

Integrator (CSI) Partner status from Autodesk, Inc. AECresource Group’s proven track record with 

http://www.ren21.net/REN21Activities/GlobalStatusReport.aspx
file:///C:/Users/anderssh/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/Temporary%20Internet%20Files/Content.Outlook/APXVO2CT/Press%20release_Autodesk%20Launches%20Cleantech%20Partner%20Program%20in%20China_0116%20%20%20%20.docx%23_ftn1
http://www.autodesk.com/solutions/digital-prototyping
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Autodesk has shown they provide the highest level of knowledge and expertise in leveraging Autodesk 

solutions and have made significant investments in Building Information Modeling (BIM) Consulting 

and Implementation for the built environment. 

Autodesk Technology is the foundation of AECresource Group’s knowledge and expertise at 

implementing measurable enhancements to the building life cycle with efficiencies in the design, 

development, and review process through professional services and BIM technology solutions. 

AECresource Group has successfully completed more than 1,000 BIM process-based projects resulting 

in over 400,000 hours of BIM consultancy services. It’s through this experience that AECresource 

Group has developed a best of breed methodology to assist customers in leveraging their Autodesk 

product investment, while maximizing Building Information Modelling technologies and workflows. 

“Our collaboration with Autodesk will be of great benefit to the entire Latin American Market. 

AECresource Group possesses in-depth BIM expertise that provides an end-to-end solution, allowing 

our customers to rapidly build smart designs and reduce risks early in the design cycle; by enhancing 

collaboration, coordination and communication with the latest Autodesk Software”. Daniel Biagi, 

Associate Principal of AECresource Group 

“Autodesk is very excited to have AECresource Group join the CSI program. Over the past 6 months we 

have been working together on a number of projects leveraging AECresource Group’s expertise, 

implementation services and commitment to help their customers make the transformation to BIM to 

fully reap the benefits of today’s leading technologies,” says Abel Smit, Senior Director CSI Program, 

Strategic Solutions. 

The new CSI Partner Program enables AECresource Group to focus and brand their expertise in 

delivering solutions and professional services in the highly specialized field of BIM. By meeting all of 

the Autodesk certification requirements as well as meeting each level of service and standards set by 

Autodesk, AECresource Group demonstrates it can be a key customer adviser to Autodesk BIM 

customers. 
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EDA Consortium Reports Revenue Increase for Q3 2014 

16 January 2015 

 

The EDA Consortium (EDAC) Market Statistics Service (MSS) announced that the Electronic Design 

Automation (EDA) industry revenue increased 5.7 percent for Q3 2014 to $1828.1 million, compared 

to $1729.3 million in Q3 2013. Sequential EDA revenue for Q3 2014 increased 4.0 percent compared to 

Q2 2014, while the four-quarters moving average, which compares the most recent four quarters to the 

prior four quarters, increased by 5.6 percent. 

"Geographically, all regions except Japan continue to show solid revenue increases, with record 

revenues in the Americas and Asia-Pacific. Q3 represents the 19th consecutive quarter of EDA 

expansion," said Walden C. Rhines, board sponsor for the EDAC MSS and chairman and CEO of 

Mentor Graphics. "PCB was the only tool category with positive growth in the quarter. PCB license 

growth and double-digit growth in semiconductor IP and overall services were the primary drivers." 

Companies that were tracked employed 31,648 professionals in Q3 2014, an increase of 5.6 percent 

compared to the 29,967 people employed in Q3 2013, and up 1.2 percent compared to Q2, 2014. 
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The complete, quarterly MSS report, containing detailed revenue information broken out by both 

categories and geographic regions, is available to members of the EDA Consortium. 

Revenue by Product Category 

The largest category, Computer Aided Engineering (CAE), generated revenue of $604.5 million in Q3 

2014, which represents a 6.1 percent decrease compared to Q3 2013. The four-quarters moving average 

for CAE increased 0.7 percent. 

IC Physical Design & Verification revenue was $357.8 million in Q3 2014, a 1.4 percent decrease 

compared to Q3 2013. The four-quarters moving average decreased 0.5 percent. 

Printed Circuit Board and Multi-Chip Module (PCB & MCM) revenue of $167.4 million for Q3 2014 

represents an increase of 9.7 percent compared to Q3 2013. The four-quarters moving average for PCB 

& MCM increased 11.4 percent. 

Semiconductor Intellectual Property (SIP) revenue totaled $586.1 million in Q3 2014, a 22.9 percent 

increase compared to Q3 2013. The four-quarters moving average increased 15 percent. 

Services revenue was $112.4 million in Q3 2014, an increase of 20.2 percent compared to Q3 2013. The 

four-quarters moving average increased 6.4 percent. 

Revenue by Region 

The Americas, EDA's largest region, purchased $842.0 million of EDA products and services in Q3 

2014, an increase of 9.2 percent compared to Q3 2013. The four-quarters moving average for the 

Americas increased 8.7 percent. 

Revenue in Europe, the Middle East, and Africa (EMEA) was up 4.0 percent in Q3 2014 compared to 

Q3 2013 on revenues of $296.8 million. The EMEA four-quarters moving average increased 3.4 percent. 

Third quarter 2014 revenue from Japan decreased 15.3 percent to $189.5 million compared to Q3 2013. 

The four-quarters moving average for Japan decreased 12.8 percent. 

The Asia/Pacific (APAC) region revenue increased to $499.9 million in Q3 2014, an increase of 11.3 

percent compared to the third quarter of 2013. The four-quarters moving average increased 12.2 percent. 

The complete MSS report, available to the EDA Consortium members, contains additional detail for 

countries in the Asia/Pacific region. 
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Lectra appoints Jean-Maurice Ferauge as Director, Lectra Japan  

20 January 2015 

 

Lectra is pleased to announce the appointment of Jean-Maurice Férauge as Director of Lectra Japan. 

Based in Osaka, Jean-Maurice Férauge will be responsible for developing Lectra's presence in Japan, 

particularly in the automotive and fashion industries. He will also consolidate Lectra's value proposition 

in the field of services. 

Lectra already supports a lot of customers in Japan, including the major automotive suppliers, as well as 

the largest fashion industry brands, with its expertise and highly-advanced technology such as its 

product lifecycle management (PLM) solution. 
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"2015 marks a very important year in the history of Lectra in Japan since we are celebrating our 30 year 

anniversary in the archipelago. Jean-Maurice Férauge has extensive experience in successfully 

managing far-reaching projects throughout the whole world, particularly in Japan. Since his arrival at 

Lectra in July 2010, he has contributed to the success of our major PLM projects and has expert 

knowledge and a strategic way of thinking that is in line with Lectra's consulting offer," said Daniel 

Harari, Lectra CEO. "Over the past few years, Lectra has placed the development of professional 

services at the heart of its priorities. As Director of Professional Services before becoming Director of 

Lectra Japan, Jean-Maurice has introduced new methods and contributed to the roll-out of Lectra's 

technology." 

Jean-Maurice Férauge will also be responsible for strengthening Lectra's Japanese teams, by continuing 

the recruitment of new talents. 

Before joining Lectra, Jean-Maurice Férauge spent 11 years with Dassault Systèmes with increasing 

level of responsibilities in the Professional Services and Industry Solutions entities, notably as the Asia 

Director in 2006 and 2007, based in Tokyo. Prior to his career with Dassault Systèmes, he worked for 

nine years in the aerospace industry, with positions at Dassault Aviation and Boeing Commercial 

Airplane Group in Seattle. Jean-Maurice Férauge graduated from Ecole Centrale de Nantes with a 

degree in Mechanical Engineering. He also holds an MSc in Material Science and Engineering from the 

University of Washington in Seattle and graduated from ESSEC & Mannheim Business School with an 

Executive MBA in 2011.  
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Nemetschek Vectorworks Gives Away Conference Passes and Hotel Stays to Students and Emerging 

Professionals 

21 January 2015 

 

Nemetschek Vectorworks, Inc., is awarding conference passes and hotel stays to students and emerging 

professionals who enter its Conference Pass Giveaway program. While there will be several 

opportunities to win throughout the year, the company will launch the 2015 promotion by selecting three 

winners to attend 2015 PLANET Student Career Days, USITT’s Annual Conference & Stage Expo 2015 

or LAbash2015. Nemetschek Vectorworks will exhibit its Vectorworks® line of design solutions at all 

three events. 

“For students trying to break into the professional world, networking and exposure are everything,” says 

Nemetschek Vectorworks Chief Marketing Officer Stewart Rom. “That’s why we’re committed to 

programs and partnerships that enable student achievement. Whether gathering information to improve a 

thesis, gaining confidence about their career choices or simply propelling their skills forward, winners 

benefit from the chance to learn about new and exciting things happening in their field and network with 

leading industry professionals.” 

The contest is open to current undergraduate students or emerging professionals who graduated in 2010 

or later. Entrants must be at least 18 years old and complete an entry form and short essay at 

www.vectorworks.net/conference-pass. They must also “like” Vectorworks on Facebook at 

www.facebook.com/Vectorworks. Submissions are due by Feb. 2, 2015. Winners will be selected based 

on the creativity of their entries and be notified by email on Feb. 6, 2015. Prize packages include a free 

conference pass and hotel room for the length of the chosen conference. 

http://www.vectorworks.net/conference-pass
http://www.facebook.com/Vectorworks
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PTC Names Charlie Ungashick Chief Marketing Officer 

19 January 2015 

 

PTC today announced the appointment of Charlie Ungashick as executive vice president and Chief 

Marketing Officer (CMO), effective immediately. A high-energy executive, Ungashick has built and 

driven state-of-the-art global marketing functions at a range of successful, fast growth technology 

companies. 

Ungashick joins PTC from Globoforce, a provider of SaaS-based employee recognition solutions. As 

Globoforce’s CMO since 2011, Ungashick has been responsible for all aspects of the company's global 

marketing, including go-to-market strategy, brand management, demand generation, public relations, 

social media, content marketing, product marketing, inside sales and sales operations. During his tenure, 

Globoforce saw dramatic growth and was recognized as a leader in its industry. 

“Over the past few years, PTC has pursued a strategy that has resulted in a highly differentiated position 

in the technology industry,” said PTC president and CEO Jim Heppelmann. “Today, we have a 

comprehensive technology and services portfolio for enabling companies to leverage the Internet of 

Things. We are confident that Charlie will help us fuel our growth engine by gaining visibility for our 

message and engaging our customers and prospects in new and productive ways.” 

Ungashick’s experience spans both established enterprise software and emerging SaaS-based 

companies. He has held leadership roles in several high-growth companies, including SilverStream 

Software, Novell, FileNet and Deltek. 

Over his 20 year career, Ungashick has built strong brands and implemented highly successful 

marketing campaigns that have resulted in visibility and differentiation in the market. He brings to PTC 

deep experience with the latest digital marketing initiatives including video, social media, online 

advertising, content marketing, marketing and sales force automation, analytics and search engine 

optimization. He also has experience with different go-to-market models and ecosystems, including 

direct and channel sales, inside sales, freemium and open source. 

“I am excited to apply my passion for high impact marketing to a market with as much growth potential 

as the Internet of Things,” said Ungashick. “PTC is well positioned to capture both mindshare and 

market share, and I look forward to helping the company maximize its opportunity and its return on 

marketing investment.” 

Ungashick succeeds Rob Gremley, who assumed a new leadership position in August, 2014 as executive 

vice president of PTC’s businesses focused on the Internet of Things (IoT). 
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Schneider Electric and Autodesk Collaborate to Enhance Current Practices for Building Lifecycle 

Management 

21 January 2015 
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Schneider Electric and Autodesk Inc. today announced the signature of a Memorandum of 

Understanding. According to this agreement, Schneider Electric and Autodesk plan to collaborate to 

enhance current practices for building lifecycle management based on Building Information Modeling 

(BIM). 

As part of the collaboration, the two companies are exploring ways to complement each other’s 

strengths to make buildings more energy efficient from the design and construction through operation 

and end-of-life phases. The collaboration may include new solutions and services in the areas of energy 

management, building automation and control, and workspace management. 

The joint efforts look to combine Schneider Electric’s expertise in electrical distribution, energy and 

building management solutions with Autodesk’s portfolio of BIM-based design and construction 

software such as Autodesk Revit and Autodesk BIM 360. 

Today, buildings consume about 40 percent of global energy, 25 percent of global water, 40 percent of 

global resources and they emit approximately one-third of GHG emissions. Residential and commercial 

buildings consume approximately 60 percent of the world’s electricity. Yet, buildings also offer the 

greatest potential for achieving significant GHG emission reductions.
1
 The shift toward digital BIM 

processes is part of the solution to more energy efficient homes and buildings by delivering greater 

agility and long-term sustainability. 

BIM is a process that begins with the creation of an intelligent 3D model to capture, explore, and 

maintain building data associated with planning, design, construction, and operations. The information 

in the model remains coordinated and consistent throughout the project and supports simulation, 

analysis, and collaboration for better decision-making. 

“The journey to sustainable high performance buildings starts with taking a comprehensive holistic view 

of a building lifecycle, from design, construction, and operation including adaptation to ever changing 

needs of businesses and organizations,” says Jean-Luc Meyer, Senior Vice President, Strategy and 

Innovation, Schneider Electric. “Today’s announcement builds on decades of Schneider Electric 

integrated approach to building management that can reduce energy, reduce capital expenditures, 

decrease operating expenditures and improve overall business performance. We see a huge potential in 

digitizing buildings project lifecycle. We believe that the cooperation with Autodesk will help drive a 

deep and long-term transformation in the construction industry, providing greater value to each user and 

contributing to solve the energy challenge.” 

“Autodesk has been an active proponent of sustainable building design and construction for years, in 

part by equipping our customers with BIM tools to do rapid and meaningful energy analysis. The 

operation and maintenance phase of the building presents a huge opportunity to drive greater energy 

efficiency over the long-term for building owners, and we’re thrilled to be teaming with Schneider 

Electric to explore how we can bring new solutions to market that connect energy efficiency throughout 

the entire building lifecycle,” said Amar Hanspal, Autodesk Senior Vice President, Information 

Modeling & Platform Group. 

 

Click here to return to Contents 

SimScale Reaches 10,000 Global Users on 3D Engineering Simulation Platform 

22 January 2015 

 

http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.schneider-electric.com&esheet=51023018&newsitemid=20150121005079&lan=en-US&anchor=Schneider+Electric&index=1&md5=71cc848dc89b9ba482de4a99499fe1fc
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.autodesk.com&esheet=51023018&newsitemid=20150121005079&lan=en-US&anchor=Autodesk+Inc&index=2&md5=8f863aa6157c8b875fab4f85d21902fb
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.autodesk.com%2Fproducts%2Frevit-family%2Foverview&esheet=51023018&newsitemid=20150121005079&lan=en-US&anchor=Autodesk+Revit&index=3&md5=9e7e1924449f9b5e2ea4668a16ff0a84
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.autodesk.com%2Fproducts%2Fbim-360%2Foverview&esheet=51023018&newsitemid=20150121005079&lan=en-US&anchor=BIM+360&index=4&md5=861b30f4a1d6072ccda1bfd81f40e312
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SimScale has reached a milestone of 10,000 users on its web-based 3D engineering simulation platform, 

the company revealed in an announcement today. SimScale also released the latest platform version, 

including new finite element analysis capabilities, multiple user interface improvements and several new 

online tutorials. 

SimScale already has users from 190 countries. The users are engineers and designers simulating a wide 

range of products in various industries, using structural, fluid flow, thermal and acoustic simulation 

methods. 

For example, Custom Machines is an engineering design consultancy in Ballarat, Australia, that 

specializes in machine design for a broad range of industries including mining, rolling stock, 

confectionery, agriculture and manufacturing. For their recent project, the SimScale platform was used 

to optimize the design of a custom-made load cell. 

“We had some difficult design constraints on this project, including a short time-to-market, tight budget 

and complex mechanical loading to deal with,” said Ben Lewis, president at Custom Machines. “The 

powerful SimScale simulation platform enabled us to speed up our development process and gave us the 

insight we needed to optimize the design. The platform enabled us to test the product in a virtual 

environment without costly and time-consuming prototypes.” 

“We are excited to have reached our first 10,000 users, and to help them solve complex design 

challenges using simulation. Over the past few months, we are seeing a real spike in demand for our 

web-based simulation platform,” said Tim Willeford, director of marketing at SimScale. “We want to 

put 3D engineering simulation in the hands of every engineer on the planet.” 

To that end, SimScale also opened its platform recently to the academic community. The SimScale 

Academic Program provides free access and resources to students, professors, and researchers to learn, 

teach and use engineering simulation and related technologies – from anywhere, without needing to 

download software. 

The first student contest is to create an impressive visualization screenshot, based on the SimScale 

tutorials, online part libraries or a student’s own project. Students will get first-hand insights into 

simulation technology, and in addition, the ten most impressive screenshot images will win attractive 

prizes. Details of the contest are available at www.simscale.com/academic. 

 

Click here to return to Contents 

Wipro Limited Announces Retirement of Suresh Senapaty; Appoints Jatin Dalal as CFO 

16 January 2015 

 

Wipro Limited announced that Suresh Senapaty, the current Chief Financial Officer and Executive 

Director, will retire on attaining the age of superannuation on March 31, 2015 after completing a 

distinguished career spanning over three decades with the company. Jatin Dalal, Senior Vice President - 

Finance will take over the role of CFO, effective April 1, 2015. 

Acknowledging Suresh Senapaty's contribution, Azim Premji, Chairman, Wipro Limited, said, "Suresh 

has been an integral part of the company's think-tank and has played a catalytic role in taking the 

company to great heights. His exemplary contribution has seen Wipro setting new benchmarks in 

finance, governance and strategy. He has also emerged as a key industry voice, who has championed 

several governance and policy issues, pertinent to the IT industry. I personally thank him and his family 

http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.custommachines.com.au%2F&esheet=51023513&newsitemid=20150121005453&lan=en-US&anchor=Custom+Machines&index=1&md5=40ad75d9775c2a71ebd10f496a044882
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.simscale.com%2Facademic&esheet=51023513&newsitemid=20150121005453&lan=en-US&anchor=SimScale+Academic+Program&index=2&md5=dad34779258c566479a9c79b39f793fc
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.simscale.com%2Facademic&esheet=51023513&newsitemid=20150121005453&lan=en-US&anchor=SimScale+Academic+Program&index=2&md5=dad34779258c566479a9c79b39f793fc
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.simscale.com%2Facademic-contest&esheet=51023513&newsitemid=20150121005453&lan=en-US&anchor=first+student+contest&index=3&md5=a1008be3c4c4c411b3fe95bc21fe9cb8
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.simscale.com%2Facademic&esheet=51023513&newsitemid=20150121005453&lan=en-US&anchor=www.simscale.com%2Facademic&index=4&md5=5f80986704e39707a786b21d987cce5b
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for his contribution to Wipro and wish him all the very best in his future plans." 

Suresh Senapaty said, "It has been an exciting, challenging and fulfilling journey for me. Wipro has 

been an outstanding place to work, learn and grow. Helping build Wipro's finance function and a strong 

culture of corporate governance apart from being a part of the organization's growth journey are 

memories that I cherish. This has been a wonderful journey, personally and professionally. I also wish to 

express my gratitude to all colleagues and other stakeholders for their support over the years and wish 

Jatin all the very best." 

A Chartered Accountant, Jatin Dalal joined Wipro in 2002. He has been instrumental in taking up 

diverse and challenging assignments in Wipro's finance function including setting up of Wividus - the 

company's shared services division besides strengthening the company's Financial Planning & Analysis 

and Investor Relations functions. 

Suresh Senapaty and Jatin Dalal will work together through quarter ending March 31, 2015 to ensure a 

smooth transition. 
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Zuken Points to Russia with New Reseller for CADSTAR PCB Design Software 

20 January 2015 

 

Zuken announces the expansion of its CADSTAR reseller network in Russia with the addition of Point. 

CADSTAR is Zuken’s desktop PCB design software for companies of all sizes, from individual 

designers to small and mid-sized design teams and corporations operating across multiple sites. 

Point has a 12-year history with Zuken as an E3.series reseller. 

“We decided to add CADSTAR to our portfolio as many of our customers are looking for PCB tools that 

are complementary to their electrical design tools. CADSTAR supports our focus on offering integrated 

solutions to support the full product cycle – from design to implementation and support”. - Kirill 

Gantmakher, Managing Director of Point 

“Point has a wealth of experience in localization, adaptation, distribution and support of software 

products for a diverse range of application areas. They have particularly strong links with the 

transportation, aviation, helicopter, defense, machinery and energy industries.” - Jeroen Leinders, 

CADSTAR Worldwide Sales Manager 

Based in Moscow with a 50-strong workforce and a network of partners across Russia, Point is 

approaching its 25th anniversary working in the Russian CAD market. 

 

Click here to return to Contents 

ZWCAD and OASRN Enter Strategic Cooperation 

21 January 2015 

 

ZWCAD Design achieved a new milestone by signing a strategic cooperation agreement with The 

http://www.zuken.com/en/products/pcb-design/cadstar
http://www.zuken.com/en/products/electrical-wire-harness-design/e3-series
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.zwsoft.com%2Fzwcad%2F&esheet=51021667&newsitemid=20150121005018&lan=en-US&anchor=ZWCAD+Design&index=1&md5=aa6fb8ba0c0579cf0f3030877db4c9c4
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Northern Chapter of the Portuguese Order of Architects (OASRN). By providing licenses of ZWCAD+, 

ZWCAD Design and its Portuguese partner IBERCAD aim to help OASRN promote scientific and 

professional development of its members and contribute to raising training standards of architects. The 

introduction of ZWCAD+ will facilitate exchange of ideas and experiences between members, and 

coordination of interdisciplinary activities, both in training and research. 

The Influence of OASRN 

OASRN is a public Portuguese association for the profession of architect and architecture. 

Headquartered in Porto, it covers half of the country and represents approximately 8,000 professional 

architects. It is also responsible for certifying the registration of architects and granting the professional 

title of architect in the northern area of Portugal. OASRN also represents some of the most reputed 

architects in the world including two Pritzker Award (The Nobel Prize in architecture) winners, Alvaro 

Siza Vieira and Eduardo Souto Moura. 

The Benefit ZWCAD+ brings 

Different from architecture companies, professional and influential as OASRN is, many of its member 

designers have their own requirements for a CAD program on its file and system compatibility, design 

tools and speed in dealing with large drawings. ZWCAD+ provides unrivalled compatibility with DWG 

format and the operating system. It not only has all the essential productivity tools in CAD drawing, 

easy-to-use interface and fast processing speed, but also takes pride in its cost-effectiveness. All of these 

above reasons made ZWCAD+ the choice for OASRN members. 

 

Click here to return to Contents 

Events News 

CG CAM-TOOL, CG Press Design & CG Mold Design at SolidWorks World 2015 

23 January 2015 

 

The “CG Series”, made up of CG CAM-TOOL, CG Press Design & CG Mold Design will be available 

for review at SolidWorks World 2015 

The “CG Series” is an Integrated CAD/CAM Solution, for Mold and Die Makers, all functioning as 

Add-Ins to SolidWorks. The “CG Series” created by C&G Systems of Japan, will be exhibited Feb. 8-11 

at SolidWorks World 2015, scheduled to take place at the Phoenix Convention Center in Phoenix, 

Arizona.  

SolidWorks World 2015 is a venue for SolidWorks users to learn more about SolidWork, SolidWorks 

Add Ins and also receive Certification. 

SolidWorks users are encouraged to visit Booth 101 in the Solidworks Partner Pavilion, where you will 

be able to view CNC Machined parts finished on the machine, with no hand polishing. 

Demonstrations of any or all of the 3 products will be available upon request. 

CG CAM-TOOL Version 4.3 will be released, including a new Slotting Toolpath. 
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Delcam’s Latest CAM Developments on Show at Pacific D & M 

22 January 2015 

 

The latest developments in Delcam’s range of CAM programming software will be demonstrated at the 

Pacific Design & Manufacturing exhibition to be held in Anaheim, California, from 10th to 12th 

February.  The main highlights will be the 2015 R2 releases of the FeatureCAM feature-based CAM 

software and of the PowerMILL software for the programming of high-speed and five-axis machining. 

FeatureCAM 2015 R2 incorporates a milling calculator to help users obtain the maximum benefit from 

the Vortex high-efficiency area-clearance strategy.  The radical nature of Vortex can make it difficult for 

users to set the optimum parameters when they first apply the strategy.  To overcome this problem, 

Delcam has added a calculator that provides an easy way to maximise productivity and minimise 

machining times with Vortex.  The calculator uses control of the maximum chip thickness to calculate 

the appropriate feeds and speeds that will minimise the cutting time while maintaining a consistent load 

on the cutter. 

Other enhancements, among the 280 customer-requested improvements since the initial 2015 release last 

September, include the ability to create multi-tool blocks within machine designs, better control over 

toolpath output and more efficient automatic selection of tools. 

A similar number of improvements can be found in the 2015 R2 version of PowerMILL.  The new 

release includes improvements in toolpath simulation and verification, area clearance and drilling, plus 

more options for customisation by users. 

The enhanced simulation in the new version allows complete verification of a project for machine-tool 

issues such as collisions, rather than having to undertake verification of each individual toolpath in 

turn.  In related improvement, automatic collision checking of area-clearance toolpaths now takes into 

account any remaining stock on a model, both when checking the cutter and the tool-holder.  In addition, 

all tool-holder collision checking for area clearance takes place during toolpath calculation, allowing the 

user to ensure that these toolpaths can be completely free of tool-holder collisions.  Simulation has also 

been improved with the addition of the ability to simulate machine-tool movements as tool changes are 

executed. 

Another important development is a new rib-machining module for PowerMILL that has been 

introduced to speed up and simplify the machining into tooling of cavities to form ribs.  Reinforcing ribs 

are required in many types of plastic mouldings, from electrical housings to containers to 

furniture.  They are typically much deeper than they are wide, which poses special challenges when 

machining the cavities needed to form them.  In many cases, these challenges prompt companies to use 

EDM to form the features rather than machining. 

The new PowerMILL module makes it much easier and safer to program the machining of cavities for 

narrow ribs, even when the cutter’s length is much greater than its diameter.  Using the dedicated rib-

machining strategy gives a better surface finish than using a standard finish machining option and also 

improves efficiency by limiting the number of air moves. 
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Edgecam to be exhibited at SOLIDWORKS World 2015 

21 January 2015 
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The Edgecam computer-aided-manufacturing (CAM) solution by Vero Software will be exhibited Feb. 

8-11 at SOLIDWORKS World 2015, scheduled to take place at the Phoenix Convention Center in 

Phoenix, Arizona. 

Designed as a forum for learning to work more quickly and efficiently, SOLIDWORKS World offers 

participants educational and networking opportunities, as well as the chance to see cutting-edge 

technologies. 

Conference participants are encouraged to learn more about Edgecam at Booth No. 400 in the 

SOLIDWORKS Partner Pavilion, where presentations of the time-saving features in Edgecam will be 

made available. 

One-on-one demonstrations will highlight the ease of interoperability between SOLID-WORKS and 

Edgecam, as well as new and enhanced features available within the latest re-lease of Edgecam. 

Among the latest upgrades is Edgecam Workflow, the market leading software application specifically 

designed for manufacturers to reduce costs, improve quality and achieve shorter lead times. Workflow 

understands the component topology and understands the required manufacturing environment, 

therefore accelerating toolpath generation. 

Workflow will have a significant impact on shortening programming time and, because it is so simple to 

operate, the learning curve for new users is considerably reduced. 

An additional improvement to Edgecam Workflow is its ability to automatically convert a 2D drawing 

into a 3D model by selecting the views and tracing the part outline. 
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Houstex 2015: SPRING Technologies Demonstrating WYSIWYC
® 

20 January 2015 

 

SPRING Technologies is exhibiting in booth 468 at Houstex from February 24 – 26, 2015.  

SPRING’s exhibit will highlight the latest features, benefits, and applications of company’s flagship 

simulation software, NCSIMUL Machine and NCSIMUL Player 9.2. Specifically, with the growing 

adoption of remote and mobile software accessibility, SPRING will demonstrate its recently introduced 

mobile system called WYSIWYC® (What You See Is What You Cut).   

NCSIMUL Player 9.2 will be embedded on a fully rugged, mobile Panasonic Toughpad IP65 and shown 

how it is connected to machine tool controllers such as Fanuc CNCs.  

With this capability, shop floor operators and managers are able to interact remotely – in 3D and in real 

time using intuitive touch controls – with one or several CNC machines and their machining processes, 

as they execute the CNC program on the machine. 3D animations of CNC machining processes, as well 

as related work instruction sheets are directly accessible from the mobile application.  

“What WYSIWYC means to manufacturers is that we at SPRING Technologies are changing the way 

operators interact with CNC machines and rethinking the way procedures are accomplished on the shop 

floor,” explains Philippe Solignac, Corporate Marketing Director for SPRING Technologies. “We’re 

offering a unique user experience, which is very attractive to Generations Y and Z, with true shop floor-

dedicated mobility with the ultra-rugged Toughpad tablet PC. It’s fun, it uses touch technology, and 

http://www.springplm.com/contenu.php?ID=62
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PTV4-J6EBiM&feature=youtu.be
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everything is digitized, including worksheets. It’s also a very effective methodology for conducting 

training modules without an additional large investment.”  

According to Mr. Solignac, customers are achieving at least 25% higher productivity using the 

combined three technologies comprising WYSIWYC. He credits that because so much information 

about the program and process is immediately available that there are fewer errors, better decision 

making, smoother changeover between shifts, and easier multi-machine supervision. 

To see how the system functions and the benefits that can be realized, visit Houstex, booth 468. 
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Paul DePodesta from Baseball’s ‘Moneyball’ Revolution to Keynote CD-adapco’s STAR Global 

Conference 2015 

20 January 2015 

 

CD-adapco™ is pleased to announce that professional baseball executive and one of the leaders of the 

“Moneyball” revolution Paul DePodesta will be the Keynote Speaker at the STAR Global Conference 

2015 to be held March 16-18 in San Diego. 

Currently the vice president of player development and scouting for the New York Mets, DePodesta rose 

to prominence after the release of the 2003 New York Times best-seller Moneyball, The Art of Winning 

an Unfair Game. The highly-acclaimed book, which was adapted into a 2011 Oscar-nominated movie, 

chronicled the Oakland Athletics’ stunning rise to contender status despite competing against teams with 

unlimited resources such as the New York Yankees and Boston Red Sox. Mr. DePodesta’s forward-

thinking concepts utilizing advanced analytics forever changed the game and allowed the Athletics to 

thrive despite having a payroll a third of major-market clubs. 

In his keynote presentation, Mr. DePodesta will explore “New approaches to stagnant systems” and 

explain how he uses analytical techniques to solve the complex real-world problem that is baseball 

scouting for under-funded clubs. 

Mr. DePodesta’s work has been recognized by various publications, including Fortune, who ranked him 

one of the Top 10 innovators under 40. 

The annual STAR Global Conference is one of the world’s largest gatherings of simulation experts. It is 

an opportunity to meet with CD-adapco management, software developers and support engineers. 

Attendees will learn how to use CAE more effectively in their organization by simulating whole systems 

rather than just individual components. They will leave the event with a complete understanding of the 

business benefits of simulation and realistic implementation strategies for their organization. 
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Radan to be exhibited at SOLIDWORKS World 2015 

22 January 2015 

 

The Radan computer-aided-manufacturing (CAM) solution by Vero Software, will be exhibited Feb. 8-

11 at SOLIDWORKS World 2015, slated to take place at the Phoenix Convention Center in Phoenix, 
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Arizona. 

Designed as a forum for learning to work more quickly and efficiently, SOLIDWORKS World offers 

participants educational and networking opportunities, as well as the chance to see cutting-edge 

technologies. 

Conference participants are encouraged to learn more about Radan at Booth No. 400 in the 

SOLIDWORKS Partner Pavilion, where demonstrations of Radan’s productivity-enhancing features will 

be presented. 

Among the 180 improvements available in Radan 2015 are nesting upgrades that increase productivity 

while maximizing materials and maintaining ease of use. 

Radan now creates more compact nests than ever before by spreading parts more evenly throughout the 

sheet, and by better utilizing the middle of the sheet to fully utilize materials. Additional nesting 

upgrades include the automatic application of rectangular nesting when appropriate for nearly-

rectangular parts, a time-saving enhancement that helps in maximizing the sheet.   

Radan 2015 also offers improved 3D translation procedures that ensure information is imported more 

consistently. Radan’s ability to automatically calculate the thicknesses of imported parts has been 

redesigned to yield faster and more accurate results. 

An upgrade to automatic face selection enables the feature to now be applied to unfolding. It also allows 

users to manually specify the top face much earlier in the programming process. This functionality is 

particularly important for Radbend, as it ensures that the visible face of a part remains scratch-free. 

A number of important machine automation functions include significant enhancements to part removal. 

The amount of validation each Pick instruction requires has been increased. Key part suction cups can 

be defined on the picker and data introduced to the machine definition file, defining key part suction 

cups that must be turned on and be positioned over the metal when picking. 
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SigmaTEK Announces Dates for SigmaTEK Academy Productivity Workshop 2015 

20 January 2015 

 

SigmaTEK Systems, LLC, announces its upcoming SigmaTEK Academy Productivity Workshop.  The 

annual event will be held on May 5-6, 2015 at the company’s global headquarters in Cincinnati, Ohio.  

SigmaTEK Academy is held every year during the first week in May and includes sessions and 

presentations on a variety of fabrication topics.  This year’s event includes: 

 Shop Floor Automation 

 CAD Import 

 Quoting and Costing 

 Advanced NC Programming 

 Underutilized Cutting Techniques 

 Improved Nesting   

 More!  
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This event features presentations from cutting machine manufacturers discussing the latest from the 

industry. Attendees will also have the unique opportunity to meet with applications engineers to address 

specific questions.  Additionally, nesting software sessions are available for both basic and experienced 

level programmers.   

Who Should Attend 

Shop-floor fabricators, manufacturers, production managers, shop owners, and those responsible for 

improving productivity within their department or organization will benefit from this event.  

Information & Registration 

More information on SigmaTEK Academy or specific sessions is available. Those interested in 

attending are encouraged to register quickly as attendance is limited. 
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Three Vero Brands At Southern  

19 January 2015 

 

The 2015 releases of Vero Software’s CAD/CAM brands Alphacam, Edgecam and Radan will feature at 

the UK’s forthcoming Southern Manufacturing Exhibition. 

A comprehensive trade show for highlighting advanced engineering, manufacturing solutions and 

innovation, it is the ideal forum to showcase how Vero Software improves productivity, flexibility and 

profitability for manufacturers.   

Alphacam, Edgecam and Radan will be demonstrated on stand T80 at the show, held at FIVE, in 

Farnborough, between February 10 and 12. 

Alphacam 2015 R1  

With Alphacam 2015 R1, companies attending the exhibition will see the benefits of a number of new 

and improved features. The release introduces a new ribbon bar interface, enabling users to quickly find 

the commands they need, as they are arranged in logical groups, assembled together under tabs. The 

Quick Access Toolbar is displayed above the ribbon bars and includes the most commonly used 

commands, such as Open and Save. Users can customise the bar by adding their own favourites. 

Significant updates to the Project Manager give it a more contemporary look, including specific icons 

for each Operation type. And the new look File menu now includes a Recent Files page listing 

Alphacam and CAD parts files, displaying a preview image and their properties. 

A new Advanced 5-axis machining module includes a comprehensive set of strategies with advanced 

tool axis control and intelligent collision avoidance, to quickly and accurately machine surface and solid 

models. 

Finally, the ability to import files from Google Sketchup adds to the extensive list of third-party file 

formats which Alphacam supports.  

Edgecam 2015 R1  

The swift evolution of Edgecam Workflow is highlighted with over 50 new and enhanced aspects of 

functionality in the latest release. 

Waveform turning, multiple machining sequence support, ribbon bar and interface updates, and the 
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inclusion of Wire EDM mean that Edgecam 2015 R1, from Vero Software, continues to be a game 

changer in ensuring UK manufacturers can compete in a global economy. 

Radan 2015  

The latest Radan release includes enhanced functionality to ensure imported 3D files retain accurate 

information, resolving manufacturing issues throughout the production process, including at the press 

brake. 

A number of the 180 enhancements in Radan 2015 help bring all aspects of the software together – 

CAD/CAM, Radbend, Radm-ax, Radtube and the logistics products. “When people think of Radan they 

think of the world’s most powerful sheetmetal CAD/CAM software,” says Product Manager Olaf 

Körner. “But Radan is actually a whole suite of connected products. For example, there is a major 

connection between 3D in CAD/CAM and the Radbend press brake software. When manufacturers 

unfold a model they need to know how the bend process will be affected further down the production 

line.” 
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Financial News 

SAP Announces Preliminary Fourth Quarter and Full Year 2014 Results  

20 January 2015 

 

SAP SE today announced its financial results for the fourth quarter and twelve months ended December 

31, 2014. 

 Cloud Business Surges – Guidance Achieved as Non-IFRS Cloud Subscriptions and Support 

Revenue Jumped 72% in Fourth Quarter and Increased 45% in Full Year 

 Cloud Subscriptions and Support Backlog Increased 94%, Exceeding €2.3 Billion at Year-End 

 Strong HANA Momentum – More Than 5,800 HANA Customers and More Than 1,850 Suite on 

HANA Customers 

 Software and Software-Related Service Revenue Guidance Achieved Despite the Accelerated 

Shift from Upfront to More Ratable Revenue 

 Operating Profit Guidance Achieved While Significantly Expanding the Company’s Cloud 

Delivery Capabilities 

 Targeting €7.5 - €8.0 Billion in Cloud Subscriptions and Support Revenue and €26 - €28 Billion 

Total Revenue by 2020 

SAP delivered exceptionally strong growth in the cloud and continues to lead in this industry-wide 

transformation. Full year non-IFRS cloud subscriptions and support revenue increased 45% at actual and 

constant currencies to €1.10 billion
(1)

. 

The company also showed a solid software and software-related service revenue performance despite 

the accelerated shift from upfront software revenue to more subscription-based cloud revenue. Non-

IFRS software and software-related service revenue grew 7% at constant currencies (6% at actual 

currencies to €14.87 billion) achieving the full year target of 6% - 8% growth at constant currencies. 

http://www.sap.com/
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Non-IFRS operating profit increased by 3% at constant currencies to €5.63 billion (3% at actual 

currencies to €5.64 billion), achieving the full year outlook of €5.6 - €5.8 billion at constant currencies. 

“In 2014 we delivered on our Run Simple strategy to help our customers transform their businesses. 

SAP's strong growth is driven by the HANA platform, the broadest cloud portfolio and the largest 

business network in the world,” said Bill McDermott, CEO of SAP. “SAP powers the clear path to 

growth for businesses in the 21st century: run real-time, run networked, run simple. We will continue to 

push relentlessly toward a much more predictable business model and are once again raising our cloud 

ambition to grow 7X from 2014 through 2020.” 

“We had exceptional growth in our cloud business and have significantly lifted the total of cloud 

backlog and non-IFRS deferred cloud revenue to more than €3 billion. This is committed business that 

will drive strong cloud growth in the future,” said Luka Mucic, CFO of SAP. “We expect cloud 

subscriptions to exceed software license revenue in 2018. At that time SAP expects to reach a scale in its 

cloud business that will clear the way for accelerated operating profit expansion.” 

SAP is the fastest growing enterprise cloud company at scale
(2)

 with fourth quarter non-IFRS cloud 

subscriptions and support revenue increasing 72% year-over-year (59% at constant currencies). The 

annual total cloud revenue run rate now exceeds €1.7 billion
(3)

 or $2.0 billion
(4)

. Non-IFRS calculated 

cloud billings increased 104% (78% at constant currencies) in the fourth quarter
(5)

. Non-IFRS deferred 

cloud subscriptions and support revenue was €699 million as of December 31, 2014, a year-over-year 

increase of 56% (40% at constant currencies)
(6)

. The Company’s cloud subscriptions and support 

backlog
(7)

 as of December 31, 2014 was €2.3 billion, a year-over-year increase of 94%. 

SAP’s acquisition of Concur in December 2014 propels the world’s largest business network into the 

$1.2 trillion corporate travel and expense market. More than 1.7 million connected companies trade over 

$700 billion of frictionless commerce
(1)

 on this network – more than Amazon, eBay and Alibaba all 

combined. 

SAP’s intense focus on next-generation customer engagement is also fueling growth. Its hybris omni-

channel e-commerce platform, combined with Cloud for Sales, once again saw strong revenue 

contribution in 2014 with triple-digit growth in software revenue and cloud subscriptions and support 

revenue combined. 

SAP HANA, the platform for real-time business applications, had a phenomenal year and continues to 

be a major growth engine for SAP. The Company saw continued broad market adoption of SAP HANA 

across all industries and regions as customers recognize the compelling business benefits of SAP 

HANA. SAP now has more than 5,800 HANA customers and more than 1,850 customers for SAP 

Business Suite on HANA. SAP HANA is also evolving into a leading development platform. 

In its services business, SAP is radically simplifing the way it engages with customers and delivers 

services to its customers: Under the new ONE Service approach, SAP provides one service portfolio, out 

of one global organization and under one contract. To execute on ONE Service SAP has combined all 

lines of services under one organizational umbrella. 

To view an unabridged version of this press release, visit: http://global.sap.com/news-

reader/index.epx?articleId=24021  

 

Click here to return to Contents 
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Implementation Investments 

Eversendai Offshore selects AVEVA Marine for Integrated Engineering & Design 

19 January 2015 

 

AVEVA today announced that Eversendai Offshore, a brand new customer, has made a significant 

investment in AVEVA’s Integrated Engineering & Design solutions through its deployment of AVEVA 

Marine. The agreement includes the full suite of AVEVA Marine engineering and design applications 

that will be used on a series of new marine and offshore projects, including topsides, platforms and 

ships. Rapid installation and minimal training requirements have allowed Eversendai Offshore to 

immediately begin using AVEVA Marine on major new contracts. The software was up and running in a 

matter of days with minimum disruption to engineering and business processes. 

‘AVEVA Marine was the most talked about solution during our research of the market,’ said Suresh 

Ramadoss, Head of Engineering, Eversendai Offshore. ‘It is the best suited for marine and offshore 

projects and integrates with AVEVA’s PDMS software which is a massive bonus for Eversendai 

Offshore and our clients.  It is also Citrix Ready which gives us the flexibility to work on the same 

project across any of our offices.  We have already seen how by working with AVEVA’s suite of 

integrated applications, we can minimise errors, save project time and reduce cost. This improves our 

return on investment and gives us a fantastic competitive advantage.’  

Mr. Ramadoss continued, ‘One other major advantage is the automatic and accurate extraction of NC 

data directly from AVEVA software to the profile and plate cutting machines. This feature is extremely 

useful for new companies like ours since we can ensure that there are no errors in the NC code and it 

removes the need for 3rd party interface software.’ 

‘Maintaining data integrity is a huge issue for customers such as Eversendai as it can have a massive 

impact on project schedules and cost’, said Louis Khoury, Senior Vice President - Operations MEA, 

AVEVA. ‘AVEVA’s Integrated Engineering & Design solution achieves optimised project efficiency by 

aligning applications across multiple disciplines. This results in higher quality deliverables and better 

schedule adherence, benefitting both Eversendai and its customers.’ 

Eversendai will operate AVEVA’s software across a number of offices in the Middle East and Asia. 

 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Mingfeng Packaging Upgrades Luxury Packaging Design with ZW3D 

19 January 2015 

 

ZW3D today announced that it has been chosen by Mingfeng Packing, a packaging supplier in China, to 

upgrade their 2D CAD design platform with ZW3D CAD/CAM solution. 

Being a specialized packaging supplier, Mingfeng provides high-quality and one-stop packaging 

solutions for renowned brands and organizations, including Omega, Dior, Cartier, Chanel, Swarovski, 

China Gold Coin Inc., United States Mint and many more. It’s also known as “Expert for National 

Presents Packaging” in its filed and chosen by lots of international events, such as Beijing Olympics 

http://zwsoft.us7.list-manage1.com/track/click?u=9e4ca9137dcca54dd7bf1b9a9&id=7f90e01a26&e=30ac0cea39
http://zwsoft.us7.list-manage.com/track/click?u=9e4ca9137dcca54dd7bf1b9a9&id=39146cd0e0&e=30ac0cea39
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2008, World Expo Shanghai 2010, London Olympics 2012, APEC 2014 etc.   

The Need 
In the ever-changing market, Mingfeng realizes that the best way to stay competitive is to constantly 

research and develop more excellent products. However, their 2D CAD solution for packaging design 

has become a rooftop without intuitive visual presentations and quick validation of product data, greatly 

increasing the costs of communication between departments. Therefore, they need a 3D design solution 

to boost efficiency and save costs. 

The Solution 
With the flexible Solid-Surface Hybrid Modeling technology of ZW3D, designers in Mingfeng can 

obtain free interoperation between solid and surface modeling, optimize 2D design efficiency as well as 

originality, and meet customers' diversified requirements. Meanwhile, the powerful file translator also 

help to leverage existing DWG data, leading to smooth transition to 3D designs. 

Besides, Mingfeng is also benefited in manufacturing. The direct export of 2D drawings and automatic 

generation of BOM offer them seamless data exchange between manufacturing, purchasing and other 

departments. 

In addition, ZW3D’s embedded Show-n-Tell tutorial, along with in-time technical support and integrate 

training, greatly shortens the learning curve for Mingfeng’s designers. 

 

Click here to return to Contents 

National Physical Laboratory Expands Usage of COMSOL Multiphysics® 

22 January 2015 

 

National Physical Laboratory (NPL) has recently placed an order for COMSOL Multiphysics® 

simulation software and a selection of its add-on products for the modeling and simulation of 

measurement systems. The licenses will be used by research teams across the technical areas covered by 

NPL to support their work developing and validating measurement techniques. 

For over a century, NPL has developed and maintained primary measurement standards for the UK’s 

National Measurement System. NPL is committed to using cutting-edge science and technology tools to 

ensure the accuracy and consistency of measurement used by government, business, and society. The 

expanded offering of COMSOL Multiphysics and its application-specific products will enable engineers 

at NPL to broaden their research to include additional multiphysics effects, and will aid in the expansion 

of research into new areas and applications. 

“NPL is pleased to be able to expand its relationship with COMSOL,” says Louise Wright, Principal 

Research Scientist, Mathematics & Modelling Group at NPL. “COMSOL Multiphysics has already 

supported the development and analysis of equipment and experiments in areas ranging from improving 

the realization of the international temperature scale of 1990 (ITS-90), to designing microfabricated ion 

traps for applications in quantum information processing, quantum metrology, and optical clocks. The 

new licensing agreement will help us to quickly respond to measurement challenges in new applications, 

and be confident in the knowledge that we are using a reliable software for our multiphysics 

simulations.” 

With the new purchase, NPL now uses COMSOL to integrate with CAD software and to simulate 

systems involving acoustics, heat transfer, chemical reactions, MEMS and microfluidic devices, CFD, 
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optics and photonics, high and low frequency electromagnetics, and other physics within the electrical, 

mechanical, fluid, and chemical disciplines. 

“We are pleased that NPL has recognized COMSOL Multiphysics as a leading simulation software for 

analyzing measurement standards and calibration testing,” says Wen Zhang, Managing Director of 

COMSOL Ltd. “In an industry where precision and accuracy are of the utmost importance, NPL’s 

continued use of COMSOL Multiphysics demonstrates the software’s strength for modeling coupled 

physics effects in this area.” 

 

Click here to return to Contents 

Studio One selects Visual 2000 End2End Suite of Fashion Business Solutions 

20 January 2015 

 

Visual 2000 International announces manufacturer Studio One are implementing Visual End2End™ 

suite of software products. 

The Leicester based firm Studio One, established in 2006 is a manufacturer of ladies and children’s wear 

to major high street retailers in the UK and Europe. With a design and production team of over 45 

people Studio One are able to offer their customers with up to date fashion requirements and are able to 

produce many types of garment through their production bases in the UK, Tunisia, Romania and 

Morocco. With capacities of over one million pieces a month and growing Studio One are a versatile 

clothing supplier. 

Studio One’s Sales Director, Hussein Ismail commented, “we pride ourselves on working with our 

customers to produce the perfect collection, whilst taking into account margin and delivery deadlines. 

We undertook detailed market evaluation to find the most efficient and modern solution to support us, 

which is Visual 2000. We will now be able to connect all departments for total visibility within a ‘one 

stop application’, including all overseas manufacturing facilities which is exactly what we wanted. It’s 

exciting to combine our business growth with new fashion technology.” 

Visual 2000 UK Managing Director, Tony Mather confirmed, “we are delighted to be working with 

Hussein and his management team on this project. Studio One  are an established, respected business in 

a fast moving sector and will benefit from Visual’s Rapid Deployment Process (RDP). This will enable 

quick gains from Product Lifecycle Management (PLM), Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) and other 

key fashion capabilities from an all-in-one business enterprise solution." 

Visual’s new V8 software release centralises all product information and processes into a single system 

which empowers management and teams to increase operational efficiencies and streamline design, 

product development, production, and distribution processes. In addition to comprehensive PLM and 

ERP capabilities, Studio One   will benefit from Visual End-2-End financial management, business 

planning, supply chain management, multi-channel sales and order fulfilment, and other concept-to-

consumer fashion software components. 

 

Click here to return to Contents 

United Launch Alliance-Siemens Partnership Supports another Successful Atlas V Launch 

21 January 2015 

http://www.visual-2000.com/
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An Atlas V rocket designed and built by United Launch Alliance (ULA), which utilizes engineering 

analysis and simulation software from Siemens’ product lifecycle management (PLM) software business 

unit, carried a U.S. Navy communications satellite into space today. 

The same Siemens PLM software was also used on the Mars Rover program to help in the design, 

production and testing of the Curiosity Rover. Additionally, the Atlas V also propelled the Mars Rover 

Curiosity into space in 2012 for its historic landing on the red planet. 

“Software is helping to enable space exploration, and today I was witness to an important step in the 

next generation of discoveries,” said Helmuth Ludwig, Executive Vice President, Digital Enterprise 

Realization at Siemens. “Siemens is proud of our partnership with ULA and we are honored to be a 

software provider as they continue to advance the technology of space flight with launches like these, 

made possible with software like ours.” 

ULA is the space industry’s most experienced launch services company, providing reliable, cost-

efficient access to space for the Department of Defense, National Reconnaissance Office, NASA, and 

commercial customers. ULA has completed its first steps in a long-range plan to incorporate Siemens’ 

Teamcenter® software into its operation to manage the entire lifecycle development process of its Delta 

IV and Atlas V rockets. Today’s launch is ULA’s 92nd consecutive successful launch since the 

company began operations in December 2006. 

“ULA is very proud of our 100 percent success rate, and our partnership with Siemens contributes to this 

success,” said Tory Bruno, ULA president and CEO. “Moving forward, an expanded technology 

partnership with Siemens will enable significant cost and resource savings while simultaneously 

improving process and product reliability at higher production and launch rates.” 

ULA is partnering with Siemens to develop a fully integrated PLM management system that will 

connect and integrate engineering data with users and systems across the enterprise. ULA has deployed 

the capability to develop and manage mission requirements and ICDs (interface control documents) in 

an integrated system which gives a new level of visibility, interactive management, and closed-loop 

control to mission management engineers. 

Siemens and ULA are currently developing a multi-CAD (computer-aided design) tool data and 

configuration management system which will enable a model based design and development approach 

for ULA’s new NGLS (next generation launch system) rocket. 

Siemens’ software architecture and capabilities currently in development at ULA are expected to enable 

significant cost and resource savings while simultaneously improving process and product reliability at 

higher production and launch rates. 

As the space exploration industry continues to evolve, so does engineering and manufacturing. In 

today’s cost-conscious – yet discovery-hungry – space industry, Siemens’ PLM software is a powerful 

tool enabling the efficient innovation that drives exploration. The software is used throughout the global 

space industry to help meet new challenges, increase efficiency, reduce costs, and help ensure mission 

success. 

Siemens is proud to be a technology partner with a wide variety of organizations throughout the world 

including ULA, NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory, and Sierra Nevada Corporation’s Dream Chaser® 

spacecraft team. As these agencies and companies push the boundaries of space exploration further each 

day, Siemens stands as an invaluable partner and champion of the next-generation of space exploration. 
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YuniquePLM™ Accelerates Lafodex’s Product Development Process 

22 January 2015 

 

French apparel manufacturer Lafodex SA® has implemented YuniquePLM™ to accelerate their 

workflow and reduce errors. Lafodex chose to standardize the design and manufacturing processes 

throughout their operations by incorporating YuniquePLM along with a fully integrated ERP system. 

YuniquePLM, designed specifically for the fashion and retail industries, features robust functionality in 

a web-based platform that seamlessly integrates with various ERP systems. Teams around the world can 

communicate more effectively, accelerate their workflows and reduce errors. 

Lafodex manufactures high-quality professional and protective wear for working environments. Prior to 

implementation of YuniquePLM, the company used spreadsheets and other written documents to 

manage their product line. Because much of the information was disparate, effective collaboration was 

difficult to achieve, with data often entered more than once. Lafodex chose the Yunique system to 

improve collaboration and meet its growing technical and design objectives. Lafodex implemented the 

YuniquePLM solution concurrently with its new ERP system. 

"Using YuniquePLM for pre-production and quality control purposes were key points to improve our 

processes," said Lafodex President Regis Delobre. "Yunique is providing the structure and visibility 

necessary to meet and exceed standardized and quality normalization guidelines (ISO) for the industry." 

The company has realized many benefits since the implementation, including "ease of use, robust 

features and having a global support team in partnership with experts in the apparel industry," said 

Delobre. "Having transitioned from manual databases, our team now has a central platform with 

Adobe® product and CAD integration, costing management and multi-dimensional bill of material 

capabilities." 

Bill Brewster, vice president and general manager of Yunique Solutions, said, "With YuniquePLM, 

Lafodex is now able to make informed choices to ensure the utmost quality and streamline its processes, 

ultimately saving time and cost. Our out-of-the-box solution enabled a faster implementation time for 

Lafodex, while still offering full integration with their ERP of choice and CAD system." 
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Altium Updates Next Generation Altium Vault for Collaboration and ECAD Design Data 

Management Solution 

21 January 2015 

 

Altium Limited has announced an update to their next-generation enterprise data management and 

collaboration platform - Altium Vault
®
2.1. By centralizing, managing and formalizing the component 

libraries, design data and team collaboration using the Altium Vault, design teams will be able to 

http://www.gerbertechnology.com/en-us/solutions/apparelretail/productlifecyclemanagement/yuniqueplm.aspx
http://www.altium.com/
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achieve significant productivity improvements and reduce potentially costly errors. 

"Proper design data management remains a key factor in successful product launches, both in terms of 

budget and timeline targeting", noted Nikolay Ponomarenko, Product Manager for Altium. "With this 

update, we’ve implemented a lot of improvements and feature enhancements as requested by our 

customers so they can pull even further ahead of their competition.” 

Released in June 2014, Altium Vault 2.0 manages product versions and releases, design reuse and 

design library management, provides a platform for real-time collaboration, and even manages 

installation deployment and configuration. Altium Vault 2.1 improves workflow and usability for day-

to-day operations saving even more time and reducing the risk of human error. 

The Altium Vault provides design teams and design team leaders with: 

 A centralized, shared location to manage the organization’s components and supply chain data; 

 Managed copies of all templates, reference designs and current designs, complete with precise 

change information, version and revision history; 

 The ability to effectively collaborate on projects across all design domains and even co-design in 

real-time on the same PCB; and 

 Design environment infrastructure management tools for IT departments. 

The Altium Vault is offered in three bundles tailored to small, mid-sized and enterprise teams. 

The Altium Vault technology responds well to growing industry trends. A recent Aberdeen Group study 

shows; 81% of Best-In-Class companies reported that “component libraries are centrally built and 

managed” and 72% of Best-In-Class companies responded that the “entire product design team works 

collaboratively with PCB engineers”. 
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AMC Bridge Releases New Version of Drawing Diagnostics™ Plug-In for Autodesk® AutoCAD® 

2015 

22 January 2015 

 

AMC Bridge has released the Drawing Diagnostics 3.0 for Autodesk AutoCAD 2015. Drawing 

Diagnostics is an add-in application for AutoCAD that helps find and fix violated geometric constraints 

in DXF/DWG drawings, as well as infer additional constraints. 

AMC Bridge has released Drawing Diagnostics 3.0 for Autodesk AutoCAD 2015. Drawing Diagnostics 

is an add-in application for AutoCAD that helps find and fix violated geometric constraints in 

DXF/DWG drawings, as well as infer additional constraints. 

In addition to providing fixes for critical bugs, Version 3.0 contains capabilities to identify implicit 

constraints and apply them using constraints manager provided by AutoCAD 2015. Constraints 

supported by Drawing Diagnostics 3.0 include: 

 End and mid points 

 Vertical and horizontal 

 Parallel, perpendicular 

 Concentric circles and arcs 

http://amcbridge.com/?q=Drawing-Diagnostics
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BobCAD-CAM Releases New Training Videos for v27 Lathe CAD-CAM 

22 January 2015 

 

BobCAD-CAM has released the new Training Professor Video Series for their v27 2 Axis Lathe CAD-

CAM software. Traditionally BobCAD-CAM develops multimedia training videos for all of their CAD-

CAM products. With the v27 Mill training video series complete they turned to their Lathe CAD-CAM 

to provide their users with a complete training solution to learning how to program CNC Lathe parts 

with their CAD-CAM software. 

The v27 CAD-CAM software is a modular CAD-CAM product with CAD, Milling for 2.5, 3, 4 & 5 

Axis modules as well as their Lathe, Nesting, Art and more. Because of this benefit, the BobCAD-CAM 

customer base can add-on technology as the shop grows their business and their machine tool 

capabilities without having to pay more for CAD-CAM technology that they simply don’t need. 

This new Lathe CAD-CAM training video series includes: 

 Video Box Set of CDs with 45 Individual Training Videos 

 236 Page Digital Workbook (Acrobat PDF) with Training Lessons 

 Corresponding training CAD files included on the CDs 

The training lessons cover all machining operations for 2 Axis Lathe, machining wizards, CAM cutting 

condition set up, tools, materials and much more. You will learn: 

 Designing parts from start to finish. 

 Mastering the use of v27 toolpath strategies to speed up part programming. 

 Learning how to use Machine Simulation for your Lathe programs allowing you to avoid costly 

mistakes. 
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Delcam’s New FeatureCAM Includes Vortex Milling Calculator and More 

21 January 2015 

 

The 2015 R2 release of Delcam’s FeatureCAM feature-based CAM software incorporates a milling 

calculator to help users obtain the maximum benefit from the Vortex high-efficiency area-clearance 

strategy.  Other enhancements, among the 280 customer-requested improvements since the initial 2015 

release last September, include the ability to create multi-tool blocks within machine designs, better 

control over toolpath output and more efficient automatic selection of tools. 

FeatureCAM was the world’s first feature-based programming software when it was launched in 

1995.  Constant development since then has ensured that the system has retained its leadership in 

programming speed and ease of use, while an increased range of strategies has been added to provide 

more efficient toolpaths that give greater productivity on a wider range of machinery, including mill-

http://bobcad.com/products/milling/3d-cnc-milling-pro-software/
http://bobcad.com/products/lathe/
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turn machines, five-axis mills and wire EDM equipment. 

The Vortex area-clearance strategy in FeatureCAM produces safe toolpaths with a much deeper cut by 

using a controlled engagement angle that maintains the optimum cutting conditions for the whole 

toolpath.  As a result, higher feed rates and material-removal rates are possible, making the cutting time 

shorter by as much as 70%.  In addition, cutting is undertaken at a more consistent volume-removal rate 

and at a near constant feed rate, so extending tool life and protecting the machine.  

 The radical nature of Vortex can make it difficult for users to set the optimum parameters when they 

first apply the strategy.  To overcome this problem, Delcam has added a calculator that provides an easy 

way to maximise productivity and efficiency with Vortex.  The calculator uses control of the maximum 

chip thickness to calculate the appropriate feeds and speeds that will minimise the cutting time while 

maintaining a consistent load on the cutter. 

A new development in the Vortex strategy itself will make it more efficient when machining flat areas 

or open pockets.  In both cases, Vortex now allows the cutter to approach from outside the stock rather 

than having to make a helical entry move into the stock. 

Both Vortex and other two-axis toolpaths have new output options.  These give control over point 

filtering and arc fitting, both of which can contribute to smother machine motion and, therefore, to better 

surface finish. 

In a related development, toolpath points can now be displayed by using the dialog for output 

options.  This allows the user to view the toolpath points and check that their distribution is compatible 

with the machine-tool controller. 

As machines have become more sophisticated, accurate simulation has become increasingly important 

before toolpaths are passed to the machine.  In FeatureCAM 2015 R2, multi-tool blocks can be created 

within machine-design files.  Tool blocks can be developed with a list of tool locations and then the 

attributes can be specified describing the type of tool to be held in each location.  The blocks can then be 

used in the simulation of the movement of the part being machined towards the various tools. 

The programming time for drilling has been reduced significantly in the new release.  Specific pecking 

depths can now be allocated to drills on a tool by tool basis.  This change means that there is no longer 

any need to update the global pecking defaults after the creation of features needing to be drilled. 

In addition, the exposed length of all tools is now checked as part of automatic tool selection.  The check 

allows tools to be verified against the depth of the feature or the set-up depth so that potential collisions 

can be avoided. 
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ESI Releases the Latest Version of VA One 

15 January 2015 

 

ESI Group launches its latest version of VA One. The only solution on the market providing a complete 

simulation environment for vibro-acoustic analysis and design, VA One covers the full frequency range. 

The software seamlessly combines key vibro-acoustic modeling methods, Finite Elements (FEM), 

Boundary Elements (BEM), and Statistical Energy Analysis (SEA), in a single model. This latest release 

focuses on providing increased flexibility for daily use, seamless coupling with open source 

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) software OpenFOAM® and supporting advanced aeronautic 

http://www.esi-group.com/company/about
http://www.esi-group.com/software-services/virtual-performance/va-one
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Finite_element_method
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Boundary_element_method
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Statistical_Energy_Analysis
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materials. 

Vibro-acoustic engineers need the right model at the right time, and there are as many model 

requirements as there are milestones in a project – sometimes engineers require fast overnight 

computation, sometimes what they desire is extreme precision. The new VA One provides this 

flexibility along with a new automatic model checking function, which ensures that computations will 

not fail overnight because of some missing parameter. 

The new DMP (Distributed Memory Processing) BEM solver now delivers superior performance on 

High Performance Computing architectures, reducing computational times by a factor of 10 for large 

cases. It enables faster calculations, which is especially beneficial when faced with tough challenges 

such as the assessment of vehicle pass-by noise that will be required of automotive OEMs by upcoming 

regulation UN/ECE R51.03. 

The new VA One also provides automated user assistance when setting up a large number of load cases 

(e.g. for powertrain run-up simulations), reducing import time from several hours to only a few seconds. 

The objective is to minimize time-consuming jobs by automating them, so engineers can focus on high 

value-added tasks. 

Automatic coupling with the open source CFD software OpenFOAM® is added in this latest version of 

the software, enabling vibro-acoustic engineers to make quick predictions of the performance of their 

designs in the presence of stationary flow components. The new utility generates standard 

OpenFOAM® meshing automatically and updates the vibro-acoustic models with local fluid dynamics 

properties (e.g. Mach vectors) for easy integration into VA projects involving propagation in ducts, 

mufflers, and other similar cases. The full automation of CFD model set-up, meshing and post-

processing from within VA One makes CFD calculations easily accessible to non CFD-specialists. 

Steven G. Mattson, President of Great Lakes Sound & Vibration (GLSV), based in Michigan, USA, has 

used VA One for a number of years and more specifically for recent projects to develop silencers for 

exhaust systems. Mattson comments: 

The introduction of flow effects into FEA acoustics models enables GLSV to evaluate the installed 

performance of engine silencing systems more accurately and with a higher level of 

confidence.  Because the CFD is integrated into the workflow, it allows us to perform multiple design 

iterations, including flow effects, in a short time frame. VA One 2014.5 provides a significant capability 

increase with the added functionality of flow effects.” 

The latest version of VA One also contains significant advances in SEA modeling of complex plates. 

ESI’s research teams have worked on a set of new formulations to accurately and quickly calculate the 

vibro-acoustic response of structures fabricated with the newer materials that are increasingly used in the 

aerospace industry, including sandwich panels with composite skins, composite panels and laminated 

visco-elastic panels. Thanks to these new developments, VA engineers can now assess the impact of 

turbulent boundary layers excitations on every possible type of panel, whatever their thickness and 

structure type. 

An important evolution in the new VA One has been made in the arena of Cloud Computing to satisfy 

the needs of small companies requiring high performance computing facilities on an ad-hoc basis, and 

larger ones requiring a temporary increase in their computing capacity. ESI has partnered with Cloud 

Computing provider Rescale to offer Computing-on-Demand facilities for VA One. Through the built-in 

functionality added in VA One, users can now securely submit a BEM calculation from their desktop to 

the cloud. This enables them to reduce turnaround time and automatically recover results locally for 

post-processing and analysis.  

http://www.globalautoregs.com/rules/62
http://www.esi-group.com/software-services/engineering-services/openfoam/what-openfoam
http://www.glsv.com/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cloud_computing
http://www.rescale.com/
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Elsevier Launches Knovel Quick Search for Autodesk Inventor 

20 January 2015 

 

Elsevier announces the launch of Knovel Quick Search for Autodesk Inventor. This easy-to-use search 

application enhances engineers' workflow by enabling access to Knovel's extensive and trusted content 

resources without leaving the Inventor environment. Users can resolve critical engineering questions 

during the design and simulation process, enabling efficiency from start to finish. Knovel Quick Search 

for Autodesk Inventor is the latest offering based upon Knovel's APIs, which enable a range of 

integration capabilities for third-party applications widely used by engineers. 

Knovel Quick Search for Autodesk Inventor helps engineers and other users discover and utilize vetted 

reference information on engineering technical information, design guidelines and best practices as 

needed during the design and validation process. Engineers can research and resolve a wide range of 

questions launched directly from within Inventor, and they can also access information interactively 

through the Knovel browser opened through the quick search application. Elsevier is the first 

information services company to incorporate knowledge-based reference discovery into the Inventor 

modeling environment, helping engineers to solve conceptual, operational and environmental issues 

quickly and easily. 

"Integrating Knovel with industry-standard engineering software such as Autodesk Inventor enables a 

level of efficiency in an engineer's workflow not previously available on the market," said Achuth Rao, 

Elsevier's Vice President, Product Strategy and New Product Development. "Knovel Quick Search for 

Autodesk Inventor provides engineers with information and advanced problem solving tools from within 

their existing processes and tools." 

Knovel Quick Search for Autodesk Inventor is a vital tool for structural and mechanical engineers who 

use Inventor for digital prototyping, 3D mechanical design, product simulation and other applications. 

Inventor is a 3D CAD software for mechanical design, documentation and product simulation. 

Knovel Quick Search for Autodesk Inventor is for users with subscriptions to both Inventor and Knovel. 

The cloud-based application is available for download on Autodesk Exchange Apps store. 

"We warmly welcome Elsevier in the Autodesk Exchange Apps store. Knovel Quick Search for 

Autodesk Inventor is a great app and a great example of the valuable add-ins available to Inventor users 

by a single click to Exchange," said Jim Quanci, Senior Director, Autodesk Developer Network. 
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eQuorum Announces Release of ImageSite® 9 

20 January 2015 

 

eQuorum Corporation announces major new features in Version 9 of ImageSite, a comprehensive yet 

affordable Document Management solution for manufacturers, architects and engineers, utilities and 

government. 

http://www.elsevier.com/
https://apps.exchange.autodesk.com/INVNTOR/en/Detail/Index?id=appstore.exchange.autodesk.com%3aknovelquicksearchforinventor_windows32and64%3aen
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Version 9 is the first major overhaul of ImageSite in over eight years and provides the user with a 

modern, contemporary, and intuitive front-end which supports many features and usability standards 

users are familiar with in Windows-based applications. 

Major new features and enhancements in ImageSite 9 are: 

 An updated and improved intuitive user interface. 

 Inclusion of more Windows functionality, including drag and drop, right mouse button actions, 

and real-time filtering. 

 A total rewrite in HTML5, requiring NO JAVA on user machines and no browser add-ins, 

supporting total access from any mobile platform (iOS, Android, Windows, etc). 

 A new dashboard providing users an “at a glance” view of their recent activity and favorite 

documents, searches, sets, and downloads, and shows checked out documents and notifications 

from workflows and system events. 

 Browser based viewing which enhances file security as files are not downloaded to local 

computers but rather image streamed from the server. 

 Quicker image display. 

 Improved search algorithms and search methods allowing searches of all attributes and/or 

embedded text in documents, using advanced techniques and expressions. 

 Public level searches customized as company, department, organization, or group level popular 

searches. 

 Progress bars to indicate uploading of large files with periodic updates for users about the status 

of their process. 

 A context sensitive help system with an improved look and navigation. 

 Support for AutoCAD 2015 and Inventor 2014. 

ImageSiteis a comprehensive yet easy to use Document Management solution that automates the 

distribution and collaboration of engineering data and corporate files across your entire enterprise. 

ImageSite offers full solution, release and archive functionality for popular CAD formats like 

AutoCAD, SolidWorks, Inventor, and MicroStation. In addition, ImageSite extends design oriented 

Product Data Management (PDM) systems with lifecycle based Release Document Distribution and 

Collaboration to the entire organization. 
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ExOne Unveils Innovent™ 3D Printing System for Research and Education Customers  

22 January 2015 

 

The ExOne Company announced today its latest 3D printing system, Innovent™, designed especially for 

research and education customers.   

Innovent, ExOne’s industrial-grade, laboratory-sized machine, allows for testing material properties, 

specifically in educational institutions, research laboratories, and research and development (R&D) 

departments at commercial organizations. Innovent is uniquely designed in that it balances a specific 

build box for the technical qualification of materials with a smaller overall lab machine platform size, 
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when compared to other industrial-grade 3D printers.   

“Innovent expands upon ExOne’s lab machine offerings by allowing customers, whether they are 

educators or companies, the ability to qualify materials, an option not previously available in these types 

of 3D printers,” said S. Kent Rockwell, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer for ExOne. “ExOne is 

improving its laboratory solution to help drive the overall industrial sector towards increased experience 

with and use of binder jetting 3D printing.”   

Compared to the company’s previous lab model, Innovent offers a build volume that is eight times 

larger – measuring at 65mm x 160mm x 65mm. Similar to the company’s M-Flex™, Innovent’s 

software and mechanical components incorporate ExOne’s most up-to-date technology.  

“Innovent was specifically designed to complement ExOne’s larger machine platforms, so those who are 

using Innovent for testing purposes can easily migrate to the larger M-Flex and M-Print™ when they are 

ready for larger scale prototyping or series production,” added Mr. Rockwell.   

Innovent employs the ExOne approach to additive manufacturing, utilizing a print head to selectively 

dispense micro-droplets of specially-engineered binder into very thin layers of powdered metal. Within 

the world of additive manufacturing, ExOne is distinctive in that it offers solutions that are focused on 

industrial users and applications, and the Innovent is the latest machine to serve that market.  
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Fishbowl Solutions Announces Google Search Appliance Connector Version 2.0 for PTC
®
 

Windchill
® 

20 January 2015 

 

Fishbowl Solutions, Inc., announced the latest release of their Google Search Appliance (GSA) 

Connector for PTC Windchill
®
. The new Version 2.0 includes enhanced support for searching Windchill 

ProjectLink and PartsLink, and allows for early binding authorization for role-based assignment of both 

users and groups to individual products and libraries. 

The new early binding feature simplifies the user sign on process and improves the search performance 

for large data sets and organizations with complex implementations. Support for ProjectLink and 

Partslink will further enable collaboration and enhanced part reuse. With Fishbowl’s connector, product 

and library content contained in these systems can be returned as part of the overall Windchill search 

results, leading to a higher overall return on investment for the products. 

Version 2.0’s new features build on Fishbowl’s GSA Connector for Windchill’s already existing 

capabilities, which include intelligent content feeding, higher priority event-driven feeds, and lower 

priority crawl for existing content. The connector allows Windchill customers to search across 

documents, CAD objects, WTParts, Promotion Requests, and Change Objects, while still adhering to the 

user and group-specific security parameters an organization already has in place. 

Fishbowl developed the connector for companies who needed solutions that would allow them to spend 

less time searching for existing information and more time developing new products and ideas. These 

companies wanted to be able to use Google to search their key engineering information stores, like PLM 

(in this case Windchill), ERP, and other legacy databases. Better searching, finding and reusing delivers 

real value. Technical and non-technical users can easily leverage the GSA across large data sets, taking 

advantage of Google’s world-class relevancy algorithms and search experience capabilities to find 
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content in systems that are complex to access. 

“The features in Fishbowl’s GSA Connector Version 2.0 for PTC Windchill were all customer driven,” 

said Rick Passolt, Business Development Manager at Fishbowl Solutions. “The addition of early binding 

authorization, as well as ProjectLink and PartsLink support to our GSA Connector for Windchill, will 

deliver faster access to relevant content, leading to an improved Google search experience and return on 

investment.” 
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Nikolay Golovanov's Geometric Modeling Now Available Everywhere 

23 January 2015 

 

C3D Labs is pleased to announce that Dr. Nikolay Golovanov's book Geometric Modeling is now 

available in English. His book outlines the principles of geometric modeling, such as methods for 

constructing curves, surfaces, and solids. It describes the algorithms and data structures needed to 

represent geometric objects. The book is intended for those who study, use, and develop geometric 

modeling systems. 

Dr. Golovanov is the head of C3D Development Center and has a Ph.D. in Mechanical Engineering. 

Geometric Modeling is based on the more than 20 years’ experience he gained from developing the C3D 

geometric kernel, which is used by CAD systems such as KOMPAS-3D, ESPRIT Extra CAD, BAZIS, 

K3-Furniture, Quick CADCAM, Techtran and others. The English translation is a revised and updated 

version of the first edition of the book, which was written in Russian. 

Assisting in the publication of the book was Dr. Joel N. Orr, a long time expert in CAD and a visionary 

at Cyon Research, an industry consulting firm. Dr. Orr has his Ph.D. in Mathematics from the State 

University of New York. 

"Dr. Golovanov created a text that will enable any serious student of geometric design to grasp the full 

power and beauty of the mathematics behind this essential set of tools, and put them to work," said Dr. 

Orr. "I am deeply impressed by the logical and methodical presentation, and by the clarity of the 

teaching. Highly recommended!"  

The foreword was written by Dr. Ken Versprille, executive consultant and practice manager at CIMdata. 

He is recognized for publishing the first description of NURBS, a mathematical formulation that 

represents three dimensional curves and surfaces and has become an international standard in CAD and 

computer graphics. Dr. Versprille received his Ph.D. in Computer Science from Syracuse University.  

"Geometric modeling continues to grow in importance," said Dr. Versprille. "Understanding the 

constructs that underlie geometric modeling will place students and developers at the forefront of new 

advancements. Nikolay Golovanov has paved the way to that understanding with this comprehensive 

presentation." 
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Omnify Software Launches Latest Release of Web-based Product Lifecycle Management  

20 January 2015 
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Omnify Software today announces the immediate availability of its next-generation Empower PLM 

product, version 6.0. This product release highlights Omnify’s commitment to their customers, boasting 

a new User Interface (UI), customer communication portal, product configuration module, and 

workflow engine as well as additional customer-driven enhancements. 

Key product updates include: 

 New and Improved User Experience (UX): A next-generation UI using the latest browser 

technologies provides an overall improved experience with enhanced navigation, simplified field 

editing, and a streamlined look and feel across all product modules. 

 New Option Files/Themes: Empower 6.0 introduces a new concept of customizable Option Files 

and Themes in order to provide users with the ability to customize the UI, menus, and form 

options for specific job roles, departments, business processes, etc. and improve user adoption 

across the organization.  

 New Communication Portal: A new cloud-based Communication Portal offers direct, in-

application product updates and posting of pertinent product information such as reports, Themes 

and documents to easily share information with the entire user community, drive knowledge-

sharing and simplify the deployment process.  

 New Product Configurator Module: This new module allows manufacturers to establish their Bill 

of Material (BOM) configurations early on during the prototype phase. Customers will be able to 

manage different BOM views for different departments and improve vendor selection with the 

ability to determine the best supplier for specific configurations/locations. 

 New Workflow Engine: A new workflow engine delivers a more intelligent workflow process 

with dynamic stages and conditional branching.   

 Training Management Module Enhancements: The new Training Management UX provides 

training managers with easier setup and administration of training including automatic grading 

for user comprehension tests to notify trainers of student pass/fail upon completion of training. 

 Enhanced Vendor Management: Empower 6.0 offers the ability to assign workflows/approval 

processes for new vendors, vendor items, and service objects.  Additional custom fields and 

contacts can be assigned to further define properties for each vendor and vendor parts. 

 Flexible Deployment Options: Empower 6.0 offers on-premises, hosted or cloud deployment 

options to allow customers to choose the best platform for their business.  

“For FACTS Engineering Omnify isn't just an application or tool that we use, it's a part of how we work 

and who we are, and it has been a key factor in helping our company grow,” stated Rick Walker, Vice 

President of FACTS Engineering. “A particularly exciting aspect of version 6.0 for us is the ability to 

log in from anywhere and have the exact same interaction with the system as sitting at our desktops. 

This is allowing us to open up our review and signoff responsibilities to directly and securely include 

our various contract manufacturers from around the world. Mr. Walker added that, “Empower 6.0 also 

enables customization for creating views into the PLM system based on the needs and requirements of 

the users such as Administration, Purchasing, Production, and Engineering which adds to the ease-of-use 

factor that has always been a part of Omnify products.” 

“Empower PLM 6.0 demonstrates our long-standing commitment to delivering customer-driven 

products,” stated Chuck Cimalore, Chief Technology Officer for Omnify Software. “The premise of this 
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release is based on improving the user experience through new customization options, access to more 

tools and information, easier navigation, and streamlining the system for specific users and roles. 

Empower 6.0 represents a redesigned platform that allowed us to address many customer requests and 

provides us with the ability to respond to future requests in a much more efficient manner.” 
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TFTLabs offers SolidWorks 2015 Support 

20 January 2015 

 

TFTLabs S.A.S, announces in this latest release, the support of new SolidWorks 2015 for company 

products TFTWeb, TFTPad, TFT4iT and free JSON3D Gallery. 

The free JSON3D Gallery, http://json3d.tftlabs.com, which already supports CATIA V5, Pro/Engineer, 

SolidWorks and JT formats, has been updated to support SolidWorks 2015 as well. 

TFTLabs products support all major 3D formats, which now include latest release of CAD System, 

Dassault Systems / SolidWorks 2015.  

Entities treated: 

 Assemblies, parts, 

 Visibilities, colors, transparency, 

 Attributes on parts and assemblies 

 All 3D entities 

 File extensions: .sldprt, .sldasm, 

“In CAD interoperability business, the #1 customer requirement is the responsiveness in delivering 

updates compatible with the latest versions of any CAD format. This is also our #1 priority for the 20+ 

formats we support and, thanks to our Web software available on most popular Web browsers such as 

Chrome, Firefox, Internet Explorer, Safari or Opera. Deployment to end-users is instantaneous and 

transparent. Check it out with our free JSON3D Gallery starting today!” says Francois Chretien, CEO 

and Chief Scientist. 

“We are proud of our development team who managed to release this update. Our technology reads and 

visualizes all 3D native formats without any license of 3D software from a simple Web browser. ” says 

Jean-Luc Brocard, COO and Quality and Customers Support Manager. 
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TraceParts Introduces 6 New CAD Formats Supporting Rendering and 3D Animation Applications 

21 January 2015 

 

TraceParts has recently added 6 new CAD formats to its growing list of supported formats. 

The newest CAD additions to the TracePartsOnline.net platform include PLY, COLLADA, OFF, 

http://www10.mcadcafe.com/goto.php?http://json3d.tftlabs.com
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WAVEFRONT OBJ, VTK and THREE JS, among several more, opening a new world of possibilities to 

a community of design professionals for rendering, gaming or 3D animation purposes. These formats 

join an established group of long supported formats for all the most popular native CAD software 

including SOLIDWORKS, CATIA, Pro/ENGINEER & Creo, Inventor, AutoCAD, Solid Edge, 

TopSolid, Geomagic Design, Kompas 3D, SpaceClaim, SketchUp, Autodesk REVIT, ZW3D, 

Draftsight, HiCAD, TurboCAD, T-FLEX. 

TracePartsOnline.net offers a robust solution to shorten product development time by offering both 

native and neutral CAD formats, providing interoperability and versatility for use with any CAD 

software from design to manufacture. 

"With the vast range of formats we now support on TracePartsOnline.net, designers and engineers have 

the utmost flexibility when downloading a model using whatever format they need. They no longer need 

to worry when sending a 3D model to a colleague, a client or a supplier, as they know there will always 

be a format compatible with whatever CAD software they use," said Bertrand Cressent, Product 

Manager at TraceParts.  
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Upgraded Version of CCE's NX Read/Write Libraries Now Available 

21 January 2015 

 

CCE has released updates of its Open Data eXchange (ODX) libraries. 

"CCE's robust ODX libraries exist in order to read & write native CAD data, which is used by a number 

of leading MCAD software ISVs. The current release features important updates for supporting critical 

data attributes such as material properties," said Vinay Wagle, VP of Marketing & Sales. 

The updated NX libraries feature a number of user requested enhancements: 

 Attributes support has been enhanced for assembly files by providing the ability to read position 

overrides of an instance of its parent's context. Additionally, write instance properties (user-

defined key-value parameters) in its parent's context have also been enhanced. 

 Material support has been enhanced by supporting new materials definitions added to NX since 

version 6.0. With that being said, the reader can provide additional isotropic material properties 

including material strength, formability, & fatigue, as well. 

 Writer functionality has been enhanced to support writing material data to part and assembly 

documents. 

 Attributes support for bodies is enhanced by providing details of promoted bodies. In addition, 

multiple file processing has been improved by providing the ability to switch the processing 

between any of the already-opened documents. 
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Wipro and Software AG Announce Joint Development of Internet of Things Solutions for Smart, 

Connected Products 

23 January 2015 

 

Wipro Ltd. and Software AG today announced a joint solution platform for streaming analytics that 

provides real-time actionable intelligence for the Internet of Things (IoT) market.    

To address the huge market potential created by streaming analytics in conjunction with IoT and other 

emerging technologies, Wipro and Software AG have come up with a solution that provides enterprises 

with a competitive edge by responding to events in real-time with unlimited scalability. 

Wipro has developed a streaming analytics based IoT solution platform, with a unique architectural 

framework called ‘Wipro Looking Glass’. In the first release, Wipro is leveraging Software AG’s Big 

Data Streaming Analytics product suite. The platform provides enterprises with a fast and easy entry 

into the vast business possibilities offered by the IoT. 

Wipro Looking Glass current version embeds Software AG’s Streaming Analytics product suite which 

is designed to integrate, capture, analyze and respond to IoT data. The solution components include a 

real-time analytics engine, in memory database technology, a real-time user interface and mashup 

technologies. These components are proven to scale in high speed and big data environments, in various 

industries such as financial services, manufacturing, supply chain and telecommunications. 

Wipro Looking Glass can be run both on-premise as well as hosted in a single cloud or multiple clouds 

simultaneously. Through leading edge data management technologies, this platform offers unlimited 

scalability to the enterprise. The foundation framework allows for the flexible and rapid development of 

customer specific solutions at a lower cost and reduced risk. With cloud hosted analytics and algorithms 

that are accessible by digital sensors and devices, actions like process updates, event responses and 

machine behavior can be effortlessly implemented. 

Alan Atkins, Vice President and Global Head, Internet of Things (IoT), Wipro Ltd. said, “Wipro offers 

end-to-end services for IoT, enabled through business and technology frameworks to address the 

business challenges of the customers. Analytics and Visualization form important elements of this value 

proposition and the partnership with Software AG compliments the other offerings in the framework that 

we enable for the customers.” 

“The key to successfully addressing the IoT market is the ability to rapidly build and evolve apps that 

tap into, analyze and make smart decisions on fast, big data”, said John Bates, Global Head of Industry 

Solutions and CMO, Software AG. “This partnership addresses these requirements by combining 

Wipro’s dedicated Software AG product practice, support services and a sharp industry focus with 

Software AG’s industry leading Streaming Analytics product suite – together delivering a unique and 

powerful streaming analytics solution platform.” 

“IoT poses a completely new challenge to system designers” said Audi Lucas, Senior Architect - 

Connected Products, Manufacturing & Hi-tech Industries, Wipro Ltd. “It’s about architectures that can 

continuously analyze streaming data, make smart decisions in very short timeframes and intelligently 

evolve system behavior. It’s about the business impacts this can yield: taking advantage of opportunities, 

reducing cost and navigating around threats in real-time. That’s what makes a system smart and gives it 

the ability to add value to the products and services we provide,” he added.   
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